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marnati d868ddde6e Reply.bethmaka says: Jan 29, 2022 11:02 PM. I don't understand
how you can play games with low fps. Just like other games. But that doesn't mean you
don't have problems. If the fps is low, try playing other games. Also I know that I have
windows 10 on my Asus laptop. I haven't had any issues up to this point, but now this is a
game that I want to play just like I do on medium or above medium settings. Please help
me fix this? I would be very grateful. But how? I don't quite understand how should I do
this?
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upgrades 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an ink jet recording
apparatus that includes a pressurizing container for storing ink, and a flexible porous

member arranged in the pressurizing container. 2. Description of the Related Art
Conventional ink jet recording apparatuses include a pressurizing container for storing ink,

a waste ink container, and an ink supply port for introducing ink from the pressurizing
container to an ink supply passage provided in the recording apparatus. Typically, the

pressurizing container is formed of a plastic material in order to cope with various storage
conditions and fluctuations in ink viscosity as well as so that it is light in weight and

inexpensive. However, since the pressurizing container is generally formed of a plastic
material, the volume thereof may vary, depending upon the shape of the pressurizing

container. Moreover, when the ink in the pressurizing container has low viscosity, the ink
is apt to leak from an upper opening of the pressurizing container. An example of ink jet

recording apparatus that overcomes these problems is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.
4,973,120. This apparatus includes a pressurizing container made of a synthetic resin film

and a cap member that covers the upper opening of the pressurizing container. The
pressurizing container is formed to have a substantially square shape. The cap member is

provided with a porous member that receives ink from the pressurizing container and a
pressurizing member that presses the porous member and the pressurizing container
together. Ink inside the pressurizing container is guided into an ink supply passage by

virtue of the porous member, and is supplied to a recording head of the apparatus.
However, in the above described ink jet recording apparatus, it is difficult to maintain the
quantity of ink in the pressurizing container constant, because the upper opening of the

pressurizing container is covered by the cap member. That is, c6a93da74d
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